Tecnologías & The People NetArt Classics Collection, 1999
Impresión digital sobre lienzo, 22 piezas, 49 x 38 cm
Digital print on canvas, 22 pieces, 49 x 38 cm
The use of video and television as a media of artistic expression

At this precise moment, with the pointed introduction of still more new media which will have an event greater impact on society, it would seem necessary and useful to disclose, and make an inventory of, that part of media art which, from the point of view of art history, has crystallised.

NOW SERVED UP ON ONE DISH

Live Video Art /Full Screen/Real Revolution

Imagine our satellites deep in the space broadcasting all the greatest video art pieces, at blistering speeds up to 900 Kbps. Now imagine getting all of this content right in your home computer. That’s because Technologies To The People® brings you the fastest Internet access available worldwide. You can see and hear every art piece when you want, not just when it happens to be broadcast or screening in any museum.

http://www.irational.org/video/
Technologies To The People Video Collection Postings:

Your system don't work! so i leave your base-baby.

Funny people... Never thought about setting up as a real video-art server? It would be very nice, at least for people coming from universities with T1 speed... (is this web site on its own or is it part of a more large program? Cheers, ecstaai.

While you're at it, you ought to offer xxxxx, videos, "Scorpio Rising" and "Fellout Pollowies".

HALAHAA... very funny... and quite an inclusive demonstration. too bad it seems as though most people are much more obvious and naive than imagined. it's not that difficult to get... After reading these posts i figure i'm wrong.

i'm using a server (really modern technology!), but i can't see any videos... what's the matter? Please... let us know all, my friends have the same problem! Thanks.

This site is a sublime joke about the supposed egalitarianism of the internet - how its information is available to "everyone" - yet there is still a technological pecking order... the best hardware with the best connectivity and the best software (hence the most wealthy) always wins, yet in the world of computing, this is still never enough.

The silicon is always greener on the other side. The wonderful archive of video art is still kept out of our hands, perpetually a processor upgrade away... A sick, but pertinent, joke.

You know guys this site really has no video at all. It's a collection of rational things. do not attempt to understand why. It was a good joke.

New message, same problem. i changed computer, now it's a pc with the same T1 but i still cannot see these video.

How long have i waited to see a site like yours. how long have i learned about what came before us? i would just like to know what type of platform i'm in. i know you posted different plugins but which one is it. i am a T2 mac g4 dual processor and yet i cannot see anything. thank you for being there though, i will just have to keep trying until i can see the light.

i don't have a network, but i get a pentium 3 850 128 ram 32 m video, etc. why can't you read my page?

This is a tacky joke.

I danile, i'm grace, do yaan remember (i'm a friend of GF orig from bologna). I'm sorry but i can't see the videos in your database. I'm making my testis agreement about video-art and i'm really interested in seeing the video... how else one can learn about what came before us? i need to receive some of this videos in cd-rom? thanks.

So what are you people interested in seeing from me and my underground laboratory? I would like to be able to watch those videos someday. At the moment, i don't have enough knowledge on this technology. I'm last among my class group because my MM is too simple and plays to understand the virtual reality. I'm too coward to be rational, although in my dream I have THE INTELIGENT ROLE.

i kick myself now for not getting the really good machine! What am i missing? So saw i really pay the price.

Hello, my name is xxxxx and i work as a producer for an art program called xxxxx in Amsterdam and i wanted to view your videos, because i have an internet connection and maybe working with you but my computer could not display the videos. I have a fast connection and a 100 mb chip with 4gb ram, which i think is quite enough. but i don't maybe i send you some material on video tape! Thanks Kind regards.

Guday fellow pastinis. Possibility to submit? Home made, too hard to sell, 3rd world.

Hi, i'm an artist from Mexico. Please write me and send me information of other amateurs artists. I want to do installations, video-art. Thanks and i'll be waiting for news.

It is possible to see this artistlist works in a deep connexion on-line. Do you want to see the complete works? Thank you very much.

Hey, Which kind of software i need to watch videos?

Your videos can not be downloaded.

Helo! Aposti que esta guay!

I am an art history graduate student with a thesis on video work. I know you posted different plugins but which one is it. i am a T2 mac g4 dual processor and yet i cannot see anything. thank you for being there though, i will just have to keep trying until i can see the light.

I don't have a network, but i get a pentium 3 850 128 ram 32 m video, etc. why can't you read my page?

This is a tacky joke.

I danile, i'm grace, do yaan remember (i'm a friend of GF orig from bologna). I'm sorry but i can't see the videos in your database.
Vista de la instalación: Tecnólogos To The People Photo Collection, 1997
View from the installation: Technologists To The People Photo Collection, 1997